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“Oscillation is the repetitive variation, typically in time, of some 
measure about a central value or between two or more different 
states.” 

Math of oscillation

> sin(2*pi*freq*time)

Most things in the universe oscillates



How to Characterize size an oscillation



“Neural oscillations refers to rhythmic or repetitive neural activity in the central 
nervous system.”

Typical neural time series consist of wide range of oscillations

Raw EEG trace

Neural oscillations happens at different space scales, from oscillation in membrane 
potential to macroscopic oscillation observed by MEG and EEG



First MEG, alpha rhythm, Cohen – Science 1972

Hans Berger

Mu Rhythms

Brain Rhythms



Resting State power Source Localization

Niso et al, 2015
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Fourier Transform

Any signal can be expressed as a combination of different sine waves, 

each with its own frequency, amplitude, and phase!

Joseph Fourier



Non Stationary: Most of the neurological time series are non stationary, 
i.e. There frequency contents changes over time

Morlet wavelets

Multitaper



Heisenberg–Gabor limit

One cannot simultaneously sharply localize a signal in both the time domain 
and frequency domain



Morlet wavelets

Band Pass / Hilbert transform

Short-time Fourier Transform

These three transforms are mostly equivalent. They are basically convolutions with a 
same/similar filter kernel (Bruns, 2004).
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Time frequency Trade off, low Time resolution at low frequencies
high Time resolution at high frequencies
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s: spatial index
t: temporal index
f: frequency index
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θ band: 4-7Hz
α band: 8-14Hz
β band: 15-30Hz
γ band: 30-100Hz



Total = Evoked + Induced
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Synchronized oscillations!



Substantial evidence indicates that abnormalities in local and long-range interregional 
functional connectivity, are common in neurological disorders, including autism spectrum 
disorders (ASD).

Zhao et al, Frontiers, 2013
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MEG/EEG measures combined activity
of multiple sources

Some sources can be hidden

Effect  of boundary 

Non Uniqueness of the inverse problem

Low signal to noise ratio



Time domain Frequency domain

Model Based

Granger
Partial Directed Coherence
Directed Transfer Function
Dynamic Causal Model

Phase Locking
Coherence

Imaginary Coherence
Phase Slope Index
Phase Lag index
Weighted Phase lag index

Envelope Correlation

Orthogonal Envelope Correlation

Non Linear measures 

State space methods

Cross Correlation

1 3

2



The one best suited for the data?

The one which is hot!

The one used in a recent Science paper!

The one who’s results support my hypothesis!



MEG signal at sensors Cortical interactionReconstructed signal





A

B



 Coherence – measures linear interactions

 Imaginary Coherence

 Phase Locking Value

S1(t)=A1(t)ejφ1(t)

S2(t)=A2(t)ejφ2(t)







Distance between maxima and minima depends upon source depth



Chrobak et al., 1998

Phase Amplitude coupling might serve as a mechanism for exchanging information between
global large scale, slower dynamics and     local, faster, dynamics



Canolty et al., 2006



Phase Amplitude Coupling quantifies modulation in the amplitude 
of the faster rhythm by the phase of slower rhythm



 Neural oscillations play an important role in facilitating 
communication between brain regions.

 Different methods for time frequency decomposition of the 
neural time series offer different time frequency resolution 
trade-offs.

 There are many valid possible connectivity metrics available to 
choose from.

 Phase Amplitude coupling exchanges information between 
global slower dynamics and local faster dynamics.
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So, where are we now?

• Long-range functional connectivity is mostly found to be decreased in 
ASD, by most motion corrected fMRI studies, but there are also studies 
showing increased, mixed and sometimes normal connectivity in ASD.

• Local functional connectivity is still mostly thought to be increased in 
ASD, despite lack of direct evidence.

DUAL MODEL OF FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY ABNORMALITIES IN ASD:

Reduced long-range functional connectivity, 
alongside increased local functional connectivity



 It probably depends…



 Resolve what we mean by “long-range functional connectivity”

 - Different Frequencies

 - Different directions

 Resolve what we mean by “local functional connectivity”

 - Spatial scale – what is meant by local?





Feedforward Connectivity
Feedback Connectivity
Local Connectivity

Long-range feedback based 
functional connectivity is 
decreased in ASD

Long-range feedforward based 
functional connectivity is 
increased in ASD

Local feedback based functional 
connectivity is decreased in ASD



Face processing task

Passive vibtrotactile stimulation 
paradigm



Face processing task

Passive vibtrotactile stimulation 
paradigm



Khan et al, PNAS, 2013



Faces and Houses

Protocol



Phase Amplitude Coupling might serve as a 

mechanism to transfer information from large-scale 

brain networks operating at behavioral timescales to 

the fast, local cortical processing required for 

effective computation and synaptic modification, thus 

integrating functional systems across multiple 

spatiotemporal scales. Canolty et al, 2012



Seed Connectivity



Feedforward Connectivity
Feedback Connectivity
Local Connectivity

Summarizing results from face processing task: 

FFA

Precuneu
s

ACC

IFG

Long-range feedback 
connectivity was 
decreased in ASD

Local feedback (recurrent 
connectivity) connectivity 
was decreased in ASD



Face processing task

Passive vibtrotactile stimulation 
paradigm



Khan et al, Brain, 2015



20 TD, 15 ASD participants, ages 8-18, males, IQ matched







Thalamus to S1?



Feedforward Connectivity
Feedback Connectivity
Local Connectivity

S1

S2

Long-range feedforward
connectivity was increased in 
ASD

Local feedback (recurrent 
connectivity) connectivity was 
decreased in ASD



Feedforward Connectivity
Feedback Connectivity
Local Connectivity

S1

S2

FFA

Precuneu
s

ACC

IFG

Long-range feedforward
connectivity is increased and 
more efficient in ASD

Long-range feedback 
connectivity is decreased and 
less efficient in ASD

Local feedback (recurrent 
connectivity) connectivity is 
decreased in ASD

Revisiting our hypotheses:





 Can brain networks 
defines maturity?

 Impact on cognitive and 
emotional well being

 Benchmarks against which 
to assess what  goes awry 
in developmental and 
psychiatric disorders

Scanned: ~150 Participants

Analyzed:
116 Healthy Controls
Ages: 7 to 29
60 Male
56 Females



brain parcellation
450 regions (free surfer)

Network analysis (Brain connectivity toolbox)
network densities (0.05-0.5)
FDR corrected

4. Graph analysis

correlation matrices for delta, 
theta, alpha, beta & gamma BLP

3. Pearson correlations between envelopes

1. Band pass

2. Power envelope measurement  of phase shifted signals

Hipp et al, 2012, Nature Neuroscience



Gamma

Beta

AdolescentKids Adults



• MEG can predict brain maturity

• Can be useful in early diagnosis of 
neuro development disorders like Autism.
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